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Our story

Zé is doing an Erasmus in Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur. When he arrived, he really
wanted to play soccer just for fun but did not know anyone to play with.

Within two weeks he was already in three different Whatsapp Groups meant to
organize games, however, the chaos due to the messaging and lack of people
made it very hard to organize the games.

He did, nevertheless, manage to participate in some soccer games, as you can
see by the picture above, and not only got to know the other players, but also got
the opportunity to do an internship in one of his favorite companies in Malaysia.
With this we realized…:

Sports connect people!



The problem
Nowadays there is still no easy way to organize
amateur sports’ games with your friends.

The option is to use Whatsapp as the
organizing platform, however, the following
happens:

There exist various types of people. The ones
whose focus is not at all the game
organization. The ones that ask everything and
add nothing. The ones that always have the
most original excuses not to play. The ones that
will “try” to join, but never do.

And the least fortunate of all: the one who tries
to organize the game.

The process is long and hard, and very often
after all this, the game doesn’t even take place
due to a last minute drop-out or due to not
compatible times with the fields in question.

The success rate is low.



Our solution

MeetField is a matchmaker between amateur sport players
and sports’ field owners, facilitating the fields’ booking for
both consumers and suppliers and the gathering of the
number of players necessary.

MeetField will serve as an intermediator between the
demand and supply-sides of the amateur sport market.
We aim to centralize the bookings of sports’ fields in our
app as well as the option of forming teams to play if one
does not have one. This is possible through the linkage of
our app to Facebook and through an immediate booking
and payment option through our app.



Confused?

Let’s make it easier…



Our solution



Better?

We are creating something big…



Our potential

135.000
Potential users in Portugal

€405.000
Expected Revenues 

in year 1
(20 fields, 20 days per month, 3 

hours per day)

165M
Potential users in OECD countries alone



We want to help you, but first…
We need your help 



Crowdfunding

2€ 5€ 20€ 50€ 250€

Meetfielder Booster Player Shot caller

Have early access 
to our platform.

By boosting 
Meetfield have the 

chance to boost 
your favorite team 

in Liga NOS.

Show your amazing 
skills at our 

inauguration 
tournament while 

wearing our 
customized T-shirt.

Be the first to call 
the shot to our 3-

year-long premium 
in our app

Get our life-long 
premium and never 
loose your captain 

armband.

Captain



Wanna play?


